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184 PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS. [Apr., 

PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION. 

[N.B. The editorial work of this department would be greatly facilitated if, on sending in 
problems, the proposers would also enclose their solutions-when they have them. If a problem 
proposed is not original the proposer is requested invariably to state the fact and to give an exact 
reference to the source.] 

2890. Proposed by B. F. FINKEL, Drury College. 
Having given a triangle whose base is 2c and (a) the sum of whose other two sides is 2a, 

(b) the difference of whose other two sides is 2a, determine the envelope of the perpendicular 
bisectors of the variable sides. 

2891. Proposed by D. F. BARROW, Philomath, Ga. 
Let A', A", A"', and P denote, respectively, the vertices of a triangle and any point in its 

plane; and let P', P", P"', denote the feet of the perpendiculars from P upon the sides opposite 
A', A", A"'. Now suppose each of the lines PP', PP", PP... to revolve about P through an 
angle a; and let Pa', Pa//v Pa/"' denote the intersections of this new triad of lines with the corre- 
sponding sides of the triangle. As a varies, find the envelope of the variable circle through Pa', 
Pa Pa 

/f 

2892. Proposed by R. T. McGREGOR, Bangor, Calif. 
Two parabolas have parallel axes. Prove that their common chord bisects their common 

tangent. 

2893. Proposed by NATHAN ALTSHILLER-COURT, University of Oklahoma. 
Find the locus of the mid-point of the segment determined by two given skew lines in a 

variable plane turning about a fixed axis, not coplanar with either of the given lines. 

2894. Proposed by PHILIP FRANKLIN AND E. L. POST, Princeton University. 
Given the following set of assumptions concerning a set S and certain undefined sub-classes 

of S, called m-classes: 
I. If A and B are distinct elements of S, there is at least one m-class containing both A and B. 
II. If A and B are distinct elements of S, there is not more than one m-class containing both 

A and B. 
Def. Two m-classes with no elements in common are called conjugates. 
III. For every m-class there is at least one conjugate m-class. 
IV. For every m-class there is not more than one conjugate m-class. 
V. There exists at least one m-class. 
VI. Every m-class contains at least one element of S. 
VII. Every m-class contains not more than a finite number of elements. 
Develop some of the propositions of the "mathematical science" (cf. Veblen and Young, 

Projective Geometry, Vol. I, pp. 1 f.) based on them and in particular develop a sufficient number 
of theorems to prove that the set of assumptions is categorical and give a concrete representation 
of the set S which satisfies them. Also prove that the assumptions are independent. 

2895. Proposed by R. M. MATHEWS, Wesleyan University. 
To construct an equilateral triangle with its vertices lying on: (a) any three coplanar lines; 

(b) three parallels in space; and (c) any three lines in space. 

PROBLEMS-NOTES 

10. A Curve of Pursuit. The extended discussion of a curve of pursuit in a 
recent issue of this MONTHLY (1921,"54-61,91-97) suggests this note. In Nouvelle 
Correspondance Mathematique, volume 3, 1877, E. Lucas proposed the following 
problem in May (pages 175-176): "Three dogs are placed at the vertices of an 
equilateral triangle; they run one after the other. What is the curve described 
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